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Dear Jim" McGinley 

I figured that when for the first time I phoned you both at hose and at 
ebd140841 You'd figure the oall sight have more then the usual poeniblo significance. 

CBS is doing.a two-hour'  all-assassinations special in Bovember. It will be 
announced soon. 

The potential, of his for my work an your article is something I believed: 
you and the snails at Playboy should know. 

(There is a separate giks Walls.% 60 knot.* scrimshaw in the works. I have 
bees kept informed by those to whoa they've spoken. It will be a surprise if any.. 
thing comes of that. But this special represents a mijk, topmlevel decision very 
long in the making.) 

Of course this cam mean an extraordinary amount to the Pro:boot on which there 
is this unbroken silence. It can also mean more approaches to me. I did get one 
from a major house when I. was in NYC but I was too sick to do or say anything and 
as soon an I can get caught up 	bit writing them. 

4  dons* like even tdadneurtjollang to more than one (*Ara ata tine. 
And I won't write until I can have some free time so I can write. with more ears  
and concentration. 

I have no way of knowing if for example, Playboy has reached a negative 
decision on the book project and hasn't bothered to tell you or ma. I do not 
assume this but I have bad such experiences. I iodic your galena* to mean no more 
than that you learned nothing after my lent call. 

fr  own feeling is that what Post Borten can now mean is bard to exaggerate.. 
Bapecially if in any form it is out by the time there is this big TY play. 
And frankly" I'll be surprised if before then there isn't more. 

I love clear indications from the calls I'm getting fro* major publicatibis" 
oaths current suit alone. 

Bud and his gang tried another majorripmef monday. Although I was and am still, 
weak, I was at that press cooference,. said little and that with groat understatement 
and subtlety, and although there were two TV crews there aad a table fall or press'  
there has been no atteation //ve seen. 

Sincerely, 


